DEVELOPING DATA LITERACY
Does your school make the most of pupil data deriving from
assessments such as CAT4, Yellis/MidYIS, PTE/PTM and PASS?
Does every teacher and member of support staff understand and
utilise this data? Are annual comparisons made and patterns
recognised by leadership
teams? Are ‘hidden pupils’
identified? Are pupil and
teacher mind-sets
challenged? Can pupils set
targets based on
standardised assessments?
Transinfo can unlock the
potential of your historical and
contemporary data. We can
assist you to:
 Optimise data – removing unnecessary elements
 Summarise groups of pupil data allowing patterns to be identified
 Present data in accessible, visual forms
 Facilitate powerful discussions that shape ‘Teaching and
Learning’

Our data profile packs can transform disregarded data:
Pupil profile—all relevant standardised data for each student on a
single page with visualisations that make data accessible to all.
Department profile—relevant standardised data, subject residuals and
GCSE comparative performance indicators for every pupil summarised
on a single page to facilitate departmental self-evaluation.

ENGLISH/MATHS DATA PACKS
Comparing achievement in English and
Mathematics data packs enable schools
to monitor and evaluate performance in
the two GCSE subjects at the heart of
Count, Read: Succeed. The in-depth
analyses provide a thorough external
insight to complement in-house
evaluations. Contact us for a free
standard 2013/14 copy for your school.
Costs for 2014/15 copies are stated here:
Standard GCSE English and mathematics performance and contextual trends over four years;
charts comparing performance with similar schools i.e. schools in the same free school meal
band; and contemporary benchmarking performance based on examination outcomes.
8 pages - £40
Advanced In addition to the contents of the Standard pack, extensive comparative analyses
between GCSE English and mathematics are provided and similar schools are detailed.
12 pages - £60
Comprehensive In addition to the contents of the Advanced pack, similar schools are identified
in performance charts. Analyses of performance and benchmarking are based on examination
outcomes and on all Y12 pupils derived from census figures.
16 pages - £100
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PREPARING FOR INSPECTION

The inspectorate expect
schools to employ a
systematic approach to
the assessment, recording
and reviewing of each
student’s progress, along
with appropriate
interventions. Coherent
use of data at all
leadership levels is
required if schools are to
undertake self-evaluation
in order to make
improvement.
Transinfo can assist you in
baselining, target setting
and using external data to
construct a 360 degree
view of your school.

EVIDENCING VALUE ADDED

Transinfo have developed
a number of approaches
using standardised tests
such as CAT4, Yellis, and
PTE/PTM that show value
added at GCSE. If you
use these assessments
and are interested in
developing and
demonstrating value
added measures please
contact us.

Staff discussion is at the
heart of data literacy

www.transinfo.co.uk

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING SESSIONS
Transinfo provides professional
learning training for teachers and
leaders. The sessions are
interactive, visual and maximise
students’ standardised data.

ACCESSING OUR SERVICES

Contact us to discuss your
needs. Transinfo provides
a free half hour
consultation and is based
in Northern Ireland.
Prices for a range of
services including INSET,
data consultations and
bespoke surveying are
available on request.

Sessions for whole staff and middle leaders
The difference we make – value added measures from Y8 to Y12
Standardised data – what it tells us and what we should change
CAT4 – a forensic examination of our results
PASS – what three years of data really shows
The hidden dimension - spatial ability and the overlooked student
Underachievement, data and developing growth mind-sets
Residuals, predictions, macros and performance – how well are we
doing?
Sessions for leadership teams
Developing the culture of data literacy
Single page pupil profile – maximising standardised data
Value added measures – using our existing data to show impact
Disturbing realities – what the data says about our school

Contact us by:
Email: info@transinfo.co.uk
Phone: 079 497 497 81

Contact us to discuss your school’s needs.

COMPLIMENTARY DATA PACK
A complimentary version of your school’s 2013/14 advanced data
pack has been emailed to your ‘info@’ address. If you have not
received your school’s pack, contact us and we’ll email you a copy.
The pack facilitates principals and leadership teams in school selfevaluation which leads into development planning and target setting.
We are taking orders for our most recent range of data packs showing
your schools performance for 2014/15.
Pack

Standard
Advanced

Description
School GCSE/A Level performance and contextual trends over four
years; charts comparing performance with schools in the EA subregion; and benchmarking performance. 12 pages
In addition to the contents of the Standard School pack, benchmarking trends and similar schools are identified. Four year contextual trends are also included. 16 pages

Cost*
£60
£80

Expert

In addition to the contents of the Advanced School pack, regional
schools are identified in performance charts. 16 pages

£100

ALC

The pack contains comparative data of all ALCs associated with the
region within which the school resides. ALC formations are those
identified by the Department of Education.

£140

* for pdf version
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